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ABSTRACT:  This paper presents the technical condition of the wheel with cups mechanism for the coal

extraction machine - T2052, following the technical expertise. The rehabilitation to which the “ wheel with cups
mechanism” assembly will be subjected will be done by executing the intervention works that will restore to the
normal operating parameters both the structural part and the functional part. The paper presents the methods of

checking the assembly as well as the technical solutions proposed for its repair.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coal extractor machine with  wheel

with cups - T2052, is part of the family of

existing equipment in coal depots, being

intended for unloading solid fuel depots, the

technological role being to take the solid

fuel from the stacks and deposit it on a

conveyor belt in view of the transfer to the

bunkers that supply the fan mills. The latter

have the functional role of transmitting the

coals in the hearth of the boiler in the

thermal power plant.

The most important subassemblies of

the coal extractor are: wheel with cups; rail

travel mechanism; infrastructure;

superstructure with pivot mechanism;

wheel's arm with cups; the counter-arm

with the raising-lowering mechanism of the

rotor arm.

The most important subassemblies of the

coal extractor are: wheel with cups; rail

travel mechanism; infrastructure;

superstructure with pivot mechanism;

wheel's arm with cups; the counter-arm

with the raising-lowering mechanism of the

rotor arm.

2. TECHNICAL RESEARCH OF

THE MECHANISM

In this paper is briefly presented the

technical expertise of the rotation

mechanism of the superstructure, a

mechanism that is mounted on the rotation

platform. The rotation mechanism has a

very important role in the operation of the

machine, ensuring the gearing with the

toothed crown.  It transmits the torque

received from the reducer and in this way  is

realizing  the superstructure is rotated

relative to the infrastructure. The

infrastructure consists of the annular beam

and the toothed crown.
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The superstructure, the upper part of

the machine construction is padded on the

lower part by means of the pressure and

rotation bearing, so that it can pivot, being

provided with a pivoting mechanism with

electric drive,  mechanism provided with an

overload limiter. The rotation mechanism

together with the lifting and the translating

mechanism help to position the cups in

various positions on the coal stack (when

unloading from the railway wagons on

estacada II), which allows their loading.

Following the technical research of

the mechanism, a series of defects and non-

conformities were established, based on

which rehabilitation proposals were made.

The rotation mechanism consists of a

toothed crown. There was a high wear of the

crown teeth, fig.1. It was recommended to

repair by turning with 1200 and replace it.

Fig.1. Toothed  crown's wear

Also at the toothed crown it was found that

the metal shield is missing, and the consoles

and skates for the limiting supports are

improvised and that they are non-

functional, fig.2. It was recommended to

redesign and mount them on the machine.

Fig.2. Lack of metal shield, consoles and skates

In Fig. 3, uneven wear of the drive

pinion can be observed due to improper

centering of the reducer-pinion-crown

assembly.

Fig.3. Uneven pinion wear

It is recommended to replace the

pinion, control the bearings and refocus the

mechanism. The mounting of the drive

pinion is done after mounting on the wheel

actuator and adjusting the play at the

bottom between its teeth and the teeth of the

toothed crown. Here it is recommended to

perform complete checks of the reducer

and overload limiter by the repairman.

There will be several checks to be

recorded in a measurement sheet. Thus: for

the coupling with spherical bolts, the size

of the spheres will be checked; the size of

the bushings for placing the spheres; the

coupling pressing diameter (semi-

coupling); instead, the adjustment of the

bottom play between the tooth of the attack

pinion and the toothed crown will be

performed in at least 3 points arranged at

120o on the toothed crown, by rolling

several teeth using Sn-Pb solder alloy at the

top and bottom of the tooth.

Fig.4. Brake details

In fig. 4, it can be seen that the brake

is incomplete, the brake lifter does not exist,

and the clogs lack the ferodou plates. It was

recommended to repair the brake and install

an electro-hydraulic lifter.
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In fig. 5, it can be seen that the

overload limiter no longer has the electrical

installation and is strongly oxidized. You

can also see the lack of protection. The

entire assembly will be redone according to

a new technical execution documentation.

Fig, 5. Overload limiter

The gearbox does not have the motor

mounted on the lubrication system, and the

couplings are damaged, fig.6. It can

therefore be concluded that due to the

operation, without lubrication, the

component gears are damaged.

Fig. 6. The motor at the lubrication system is not

operational

In fig.7, it can be observed the

improper fastening of the toothed crown on

the tripod, the existence of some welds

between the crown, the tripod and between

the segments of the crown. Remove the

crown and rotate 1200 after pre-repairing

the seating surface and mounting bores.

Restoration and adjustment of the seating

surface without disassembly can lead to

satisfactory results with a high qualified

workload, but provided the restoration

(increase) of the bores, which is

supplemented by the execution and

installation of new   adjustment screws   for

carrying out the assembly  between the

toothed crown, tripod and crown segments.

Fig.7.  Improper grip between front crown, tripod

and between the segments of the crown

Fig.8. Improper bearing position

In fig. 8. It can be seen that the

bearing that ensures the rotation is

improperly placed (it is inclined) probably

due to an imbalance of the superstructure.

There is certainly uneven tread wear. It is

recommended that it be replaced.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Rehabilitation of the rotation

mechanism is necessary and mandatory,

because it strongly influences the stress of

the metal construction due to wear and play

in operation, all this causes shocks during

machine operation.

Rotating the toothed  crown  with

1200 and possibly repairing the bearing

(after disassembly you can establish the

operations and steps to follow), repairing

the drive unit (motor - reducer - coupling),

completing and repairing the brake are

interventions that must be performed forthat
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the machine to operate at parameters

normal.

It is also specified that metal guards

must be made and installed at: the toothed

crown of the mechanism on the rotating

platform (to prevent the accumulation of

carbon between the bearing and the toothed

ring); overload and brake coupling.

Monthly, the metal platform and the

exterior of the rotation mechanism will be

cleaned of coal accumulations,

accumulations in the form of dust.
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